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Food for thought

CAMERON REPORT

Premier
calls for
‘closure’
BY BARB SWEET

T
Salmon cages belonging to Cooke Aquaculture Inc. are seen in the waters just outside of Belleoram, on the south coast of the province. — Photo by The Coaster

Fishery analyst tells aquaculture industry to look to retail sector for growth
BY ALISHA MORRISSEY
THE TELEGRAM

N

ot many of us are willing to pay
for lobster at white tablecloth
prices these days, but fish is still a
viable dinner option at home —
even if it is coming out of the
microwave.
In seafood sales there are two
distinct sectors — retail sales and
food service.
Traditionally food service, or
restaurant and bar sales, have been
the highest-priced seafood products because they had the most value added.
But with nearly every consumer
group scaling back on spending,
one industry analyst is reminding
fish farmers in this province that no
matter what shape the economy is
in, people still have to eat.
And John Sackton, president of
Seafoodnews.com, says there’s no
reason they shouldn’t be eating
seafood.
In a speech to the province’s
aquaculture industry Wednesday,

Northern Harvest Sea Farms employee Corey Savoury holds a salmon, which weighs
more than 10 pounds, as co-worker Cecil Skinner looks on. — Photo by The Coaster
Sackton pointed to retail sales as an
opportunity for permanent growth.
“If food service is gloomy, retail
is the bright spot,” he says, adding

that everyone has to go to the grocery store. “My argument is that the
food industry isn’t in the same boat,
and shouldn’t be painted with the

same brush (as banks and auto
companies).”
In numbers Sackton presented
to the group, overall retail sales in
the United States are down more
than 11 per cent, but sales at grocery stores are up two per cent.
While those numbers include an
increase in prices, Sackton points
out that retail sectors are, if nothing else, showing room for growth.
There’s plenty of interest in precooked, or microwavable seafood
meals, Sackton says, as long as consumers see that they’re getting the
value of their dollar in each bite.
Mussels are a perfect example,
he says, because many people don’t
actually know how to cook them
in their shells so they’ll buy the
pre-cooked, frozen product for dinner.
Highliner Foods, for example,
had a “stellar,” year, he says.
Meanwhile, the price at which
suppliers sell to supermarkets will
have to be adjusted as well.
See CONSUMERS, page D1
Related story page D1

Local housing market, economy remain strong
Things won’t reach last year’s levels, analyst says,
but 2009 should be decent
BY STEVE BARTLETT
THE TELEGRAM

T

he economic news nationally and internationally may be gloomy, but Newfoundland and
Labrador’s economy is much, much brighter,
according to Chris Janes.
The provincial economy — particularly in the
St. John’s metro area — is expected to remain
strong this year, bucking national trends and
despite some local layoffs, slowing resource revenues and the weak global conditions, says Janes,
senior market analyst with the Canada Mortgage
and Housing Corp. (CMHC).
“It’s still on the up and up locally in terms of
our labour markets, economy, economic health
overall, government’s fiscal situation, migration
factors ... and it’s just a lot of positive activity
that’s hard not to be focused on,” Janes said following his address to a packed housing seminar
in St. John’s Wednesday. “We still have very strong
consumer spending, and that’s key to any
province’s economic health and, right now in
terms of all provinces in Canada, we have the
strongest consumer spending of all.”
Wednesday’s seminar was presented by
CMHC and billed, Looking Ahead — Gaining
Perspective.
Other speakers were Alex Macdonald, a
regional economist with CMHC, and Ken Hicks, a
manager of economic research with the provincial Department of Finance.
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According to Janes, the province’s strong economic indicators suggest the St. John’s area housing market will perform well in 2009 — but not
quite as well as 2008. It saw a record 1,485 single
detached housing starts and benchmarks in
sales and prices, 19.6 and five per cent, respectively.
The St. John’s region, Janes noted, was the only
price-growth market in Canada in the fourth
quarter of last year.
“Right now, (the market) is more in line with
where we were prior to 2008, back more in line
with 2006-2007 levels,” he said. “But, again, if we
go back to those years, they were positive years as
well.”
Janes said home prices are not expected to
decline this year, although they likely won’t
increase much either.
In the face of a glum global climate, Janes said,
there is a lot of apprehension among people,
most of whom don’t realize how well the
province is performing.
Much of that fear, he suggested, can be eliminated through putting the economy into perspective, like he tried to do during his address
Wednesday.
“I think a lot of people in this room probably
walked out of here feeling really good about
where the economy is right now and where the
economy is headed as well as the housing market.
See PUBLIC, page A2
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he awful part about the
Cameron report is it won’t
bring back Peggy Deane and
women like her.
“How do you put a price on a
life?” asked widower Dr. Robert
Deane Wednesday.
But it still would be a foolish
move for Eastern Health to drag out
the case and nickel and dime the
patients and their families, Deane
said just a few hours after Premier
Danny Williams once again urged
Eastern Health to accept liability
and have its insurer settle the
claims of hundreds of women
affected by the tragedy.
“Somebody’s got to say, ‘We
screwed up, we’re culpable, let’s put
this thing to bed and let’s move on,’”
Deane said.
Index case
His wife, diagnosed with breast
cancer in 2002, was considered the
index case in 2005 that triggered
the investigation into errors at the
immunohistochemistry lab at Eastern Health.
The errors occurred during 1997
to 2005 involving hormone receptor tests, which determine treatment options for breast cancer
patients.
See ‘SHE,’ page A4
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Pair
convicted
of assaulting
cabbie
BY ROSIE GILLINGHAM
THE TELEGRAM

T

Bruce Guest (left) takes measurements to check if the ground is
level in a hole for a new house foundation on New Pennywell
Road. At right is co-worker Craig Duke. Both are employees of
Miller Equipment. — Photo by Keith Gosse/The Telegram

wo men who beat up a cabbie
last winter when he refused to
drive them downtown can be
expected to pay a higher price than
a fare.
George Russell, 23, and Jamie
Gerry Glover, 34, of St. John’s were
found guilty Wednesday of assault
causing bodily harm.
The two will be sentenced following a hearing April 30.
The cousins, who grew up in
Labrador, were charged after Newfound Cabs driver Jamie Stevens
was attacked in the Airport Heights
section of St. John’s in the early
morning hours of Feb. 2, 2008.
The driver suffered several
bumps, bruises and lacerations as a
result of the attack, which resulted
in a five-day hospital stay.
“It was the worst experience I’ve
ever had in my four years (driving a
taxi),” Stevens said outside provincial court at the conclusion of proceedings.
“It’s the worst I’ve seen anybody
else experience.”
See ‘WE’VE’, page A2
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